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I. I»fRCI3TCfI« 
There is perhaps no aore useful tool in the usfleratanding and 
predicting of the behavior of an alley of two netals or the behavior 
of two metals ia intiaate eoataet than a phase diagram of the binary 
syste® which tfety form. The data which is coi^iled in the study of 
a binary system can thus b© expressed eoaeisely, quantitatively and 
in a universal graphical forffl which can be readily interpreted. 
This investifation had as its object the experimental determination 
and coapilation of data froa whidb a phase diagram could be con­
structed for the uranituB-zirconiua binary teiaperature-coraposition 
systea and the deteraination dP sudi other properties of uranium-
zirconium alloys as appeared of interest, 1 secondary objective 
was the developaent of a method of preparing these all(^s which 
would be timeful in the ease •Wiat so»e of these alloys should have 
desirable properties. 
In the field of nuclear fission and its engineering aspects 
little was known of the physical and chemical characteristics of 
aany of the mteriala which were found to have tiseful nuclear prop­
erties# Some @i' them, such as uranium and thorium, were classified 
aaong the rare netals and were considered laboratory curiosities. 
Much has been leaxned in the last ten years of the physical and 
ttetallurgical properties of uranium but there are many problems yet 
to be studied. The iiportance of the uraniua-airconium alloy 
system is a result of the fission properties of uraniua and of the 
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phyaieal aaS mkolmar properties of zireoniw. Zirconium has a low 
eross secti<m for slow nstttraa eapture aad in addition has strength 
and corrosion resistance which nak« it a desirable pile construction 
Material. Sine© any fisiicm pil® built of zirconium would contain 
araniaa, perhaps in close ocaatact or even alloyed with the zirconium, 
a toowledge of the phase system formed by these two metals would be 
essential. lot all of the properties of an alloy can be exactly 
predicted fr«MB the phase diagiwa. Properties such as the hardness, 
ductility and oorr«®ion resistance are often of prime importance acd 
Bust b® specifically studied in rarder to provide the necessary 
additi«aal quantitative iafeormatiOB. Equally as isportant as the 
knowledge of the prc^erties of an alloy is a method for the produc­
tion df that allfsy in a desired form. Ml of this information would 
be very helpful to physicists and pile engineers. 
Oranium is a hea'fy, hard aetal with a silvery luster which 
rapidly darkens in air to a golden color and then to a blue or brown. 
Acccarding to the Project Handbook,^ the Mital Belts at 1132° C and 
has three allotropic fors®. From rooa teaperature to 660® C, the 
stable fccpa is alpha uranium which has an arthorhowbic lattice with 
four atoBS per unit cell and aibsc equyal to 2.852:5.865s54^.945 
aagstroffls. Beta uranium exists fro» 660® C to 770® C and has a 
co^lex structure whi^ recent work at the Knolls Laboratory^ has 
established as being either arthGcrhe«bic or raonoclinic with sixty 
atoas per unit cell. Above 770° C to the wilting point, uranium has 
a body centered cubic structure with a lattice constant equal to 
3,48 aagatroKS, fh® harSBesa of ca«t uraniUH of iwual pile purity is 
IB 88 - 90. Th© observed derfflity varieB from 18.7 to 19.05 grans 
per eubie oentiiaeter. A awtmy of published phase diagrams of 
waniuffl reveals HO eleaents which ar® appreciably soluble in alpha 
uraaiuffl but solubility in beta and gawna uranitua is often found. 
This agrees with certain theoretical predictions made by Rayner^ on 
th® basis of the various structures of uranium, its electronegativity 
and ntmber of valenoe eleetrcms. 
Boulger^ reports the following properties of zireonium in a 
review article eoverlng the aetallurgy zirconiua. Zirconiua is 
a silvery awtal whieh does not tarnish in air at rooa temperatures, 
It is quite soft and ductile when pure but ia very difficult to 
prepare in a hi^ly pure fora. It oeours in nature associated with 
from one to three per cent of hafniu». Bue to the very close chemical 
siiailarity of these two elements which makes their separation very 
difficult, moat aireonium eontaim that amount of hafnium. However, 
it i® expected that the physical properties of hafnium-free zir­
conium will not be appreciably different from those of the usual 
material. For pile purposes the hafnium must be removed since it 
has a very hii^ esr<ws section for capttire of slos neutrons. The 
melting point of zirconium is reported as 1830° C * A0° C. Zir­
conium has a hexagonal closest packed structure at temperatures up 
to 863® C • 3® 0. fhe lattice eoiwtants for the heacagonal fora 
are, a s 3.228 asgstrowi and e « 5.120 angstroms. The density of 
alpha zirconium at rocm teBf>#rature is 6.50 graaMS per cubic centimeter. 
fhe beta t&cm is stable from 863® G to the aielting point and Burgers ^ 
has reported that the straotwr® is body centered with the lattice 
constant equal to 3*61 angstrom at 0. fhe lattice constant 
extrapolated to rooa teaperature to compare with the lattice ocaMtant 
of fajwa ttraniam would probably be abcmt 0.5 per cent snaller than 
the value of 867® C, The hardness, ductility and other jiechanical 
properties vary with the parity of the aetal, particularly with the 
amount of exygen, nitrogen and carbon which is present. 
5 
II. HISTCRICAI, 
A amnmj tli® indicated -toat prior to 194.3, no work 
had hmn r®#«t«d em of «rania« with zireoniuia. Sine© both 
jBctals were quite rar® and expensive this is not anexpected. Th« 
only «vailtbl® soaree of information on these alloys is in the 
olassifi®^ reports of the Atomic Energy CoHtmission. A coia^lete 
amrrey and accurate .appraisal of the work whidh has been reported 
is rather difficttlt because it is included with other infomation in 
a lar^ number of pn^ess reports# these repcarts owrer the work 
ime in a certain fixed period of tii» and are, as a result, quite 
fragfflentary an^ do not s«w«rize the work dtaie previously. A review 
article by fluaaard and Cleaves^ m the binary alloys of uraniu® 
gives a r*sufflB of the wark done this system up to 1948 ai^ includes 
a bibli^t-aphy of classified repco'ts dealing with this subject. 
Ifet first inforaation to appear m alloys of uraniua and zirconiua 
i-epacted by S®yb0lt'^*®»9, An investigaticsi was made <if the 
t/jfect of various a.llc^ing aetals including zirconium, on uranium 
jietal. A few alloys were prepared cemtaining principally uranium 
and their hardness and aicrastructures stiwiied. On the basis of 
this ireliainary work, it was decided that airccaiium did not greatly 
iiafrov© the properties of uranium and the study of uraniun-zirconiua 
al3«^s was discontinued. 
The first systeaatic investigatioas of the uraniuw-airconiua 
gji&y diagra® were nade by and 
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eo-workefi starting in 1944.. Results of this work indicated that 
th© Belting point of «ranl«» was raised by the additicm of zirconiiiin. 
The beta to gasana transition was lowered to 700° C at 6 atomic per 
cent aireonium and then rewined constant with further increase in 
ssireoniwB oontent, fhe alpha to beta transition wag raised to 
675 - 700® C by additions of ssirecmiw. Attempts to retain gasraa 
uraniuffi by quenehlng aireoniua-tiraniua alloys fro® 1000° G were 
ansttocessful. The corrmlm resistane® of these alloys was studied 
and th® alloys quenched from above the beta-gaawa transforBaticm 
showed better corrosion resistance than pure uranitja or as-cast 
alloys. Solubility of we&nixm in airconiua to the extent of about 
10 per sent was indicated but the report did not indicate whether 
this solubility was in alpha or beta alroonium. An interMtallic 
coBpoand was postulated, 
Pollaring later work by Kauffflann^^* 20,21,22,23,24. aM co­
workers, they liave reported cmplete solid solubility betw«en gansa 
uraniuiB ai^ beta zirconiua. Sxamination by X-ray diffraction of the 
alloys from 49 per cent to 69 per cent uranium has shown a body 
centered cubio phase in saa^sles quenched froa above 6OO® C and a 
body centered tetragonal phase in alloys quenched froa 600° C and 
lower teaperaturea* The lattice constant of the body centered cubic 
phase was fwand in three alloys of varying composition to be 
approKiaately 3,55 I, which is interaediate between beta zirconium 
and pifflBsa araniUB, These alloys were prepared by vacuum Belting 
swai^d crystal bar airconiua and uranium in graphite crucibles. The 
*«lt Has stiri^d with a graphite stirrer to inaure hoaogeneity of th« 
alleys. Solubility of tiranim in alpha lireaniura of 3 to 5 per oent 
was reported but th© tes^rattare to whioh this applied was not 
specifi®a. 
1 group of workers at Idie Chicago Metalluirgical Laboratory^5,26,27,28 
also began an lavestigaticai of the araniM-zlroonium phase diagram 
in 1944. fhey have reported two hwissontals in the diagram, cm at 
675 and «® at 605® C t&c \ira»iii«<*rl^ alloys. A mrtensitie raioro-
strttctttre was observed in waaiwi-rich sai^les quenched from above 
700® 0. fh® existefiee of tuo eutectoida was postulated. The alloys 
were prepared by uniting uranium and sirconiu« in beryllia crucibles, 
ttese alloys ai^ also ternary alleys containing ooliMobiuai, uranium 
and »ire<miu« were exaained for corrosicm resistance. The zirconiun 
alloys had soawwhat better corrosicm resistance than pure uranium 
but the addition of eoluaftslua had a greater effect in improving 
corrc«ion resistance, 
At the present tiae, several laboratories are working on uranium-
air eoniua alloys as fuel eleaent c(Maatruction materials. Aatmg these 
are Battelle lemorial Institute^^, Knolls Itoadc Power Iiaboratory 
and Sylvania Electric Oo^^aggr. However, in ec®nectian with the 
program of the I. i, Ato®le Energy C®B«lasicai, mlj at the Massachusetts 
Institute of teehnology and at the Ames Laboratory are investigations 
of the complete binary phase diagram under way. 
Ill, sxpiaiiffiHfju:. 
Alices of waoiaa aad zlreoidiim wer® prodacsd by boato reduetlcm 
and by arc aslting. ffeey w®r® then studied by theraal analysis and 
other pyroaetric methods to investigate the solid stat® transforraa-
tions and the Hqmidtas and solidaa te®peratiir«8. Microscopic examina­
tion mas used to deteradn® the nw«b®r of phases present in the 
irarioBS regions and X-ray diffraction was nsed to identify the phases. 
Inforaation was also obtained on the hardness, ductility and purity 
of these alloys. 
A. Preparation of All<^ 
Om of th© greatest diffietalties in studying all<?ys of uraniuB 
and zirconiiaia is th® preparation of hoaogene<«s allcqrs without gross 
contaaination of the saaple, Uranium is a wry active metal which 
reacts readily with oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor and many other 
gases at relatively low tesiperatures, However, it does not dissolve 
appreciable amounts of oxygen and can easily be melted under vacuum 
or in a noible gas atmosphere in beryllia or airconia crucibles. 
Pure zirctmiUM is quite inert to reaction with oacygen, nitrogen 
and water vapor at low tes^eratures but is used aa a getter at 
elevated temperatures• DeBoer^® has reported that zirconium will 
dissolve ^  to 40 atomic per cent oacygen and iq) to 20 atomic per 
cent nitrogen. The presence of much smaller amounts of such ii^mrities 
in solid solutl«m in an alloy would no d<mbt vitiate any results and 
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BAke it dlffletilt to ietaralne the tm® natare of th® binary netal 
allc^. fhe cMaly satisfactory refractory knmn at present in which 
alrocailu* my b® «»ltfd withmit oxygen pick up is graphite. Melting 
in ipraphlte results in fro« 0,1 to 0.5 per cent carbon oontaraination 
bat this is s<a«what leas serious sine© th® solability of carbon in 
alpha aireeaaiam appears to be quite lew, probably about 0.1 per 
cent or less. 
The preparaticm of «raaiuii-alreonit» alloys by melting the two 
metals in graphite results in th# introduction of more carbon than 
in th® Mlting of SBirccaiitia alone in carbon since the solubility of 
carbon in liquid uranium is quite large at temperatures above 1^00® C. 
All of th® allays which were prepared by aeltlng in graphite crucibles 
were T®ry hard and a phase whic^ was identified as carbide appeared in 
th® fflierctttrueture in large aaounts* Several alleys were raslted in 
beryllia crucibles and this appeared to be satisfactory for alloys 
which melted below 1450® 6, Above this teaperature the reaction of 
the allc^ with the crucible becaiM! very severe aal this loethod could not 
be used. Due to the difficulty of analysing uraniua-zirconiu® allcqrs 
for beryllium, the decision was made to elljainate beiT-llia crucibles 
even for the low zirconiua alloys since there would be no way of 
deteraining the mmmnt odf contaid-nation. 
An arc melting apparatus whidi swlted aetals in a water cooled 
copper crucible was used to »elt Bureau of Mines spcmge with uranium 
«etal. fhis equipment was built here and becane available late in 
this investigation. A DC are was used from a water-cooled tungsten 
©leetrod® to the Mtal contained in a water-eooled copper crucible. 
The voltage waa abomt 40 volts and 400 aaperes passed through the arc. 
fhe twngstsn ©Itctrode was wide negative and very little tungsten 
mm volatiliaed or transferred to the B»lt. mie ehasriber in which the 
wilting was done was evaouated to 20 ffli®rons and flushed with purified 
heliraa. fhis was done three times before the netal was melted. 
Bmreau of lines spong© airemiu* wag melted by this method to produce 
wassive metal which had a Rockwell A hardness of 38 to 42. Spectro-
graphic analysis indicated that the copper content of the melted 
«®tal was belew 400 P.P.M. and no tungsten was detected. It was 
necessary to remove the mgnesiam and other volatile substances from 
th® sponge gireoaiua befcre it was oelted to avoid bubbling and 
splatteriaf of the'aelt and disrupticm of th© arc. This was dcme by 
heating the spcage laireonittro under vaeaaUB to 1400® C, The uraniuffl-zir* 
eonium alloys produced in "Uiis apparatus were ©elted aM held liquid 
for several ainutes. fhey were then turned over and remelted to 
Insure hoBogeneous distribution of the two components, these alloys 
were very clean and shiny after being melted aM the top surfaces 
showed large w*er©crystals. The microstruotures were quite clean 
and very little carbide could be seen, iaalytical results indicated 
that the alloys prepared by this »thod were sufficiently hmogeneous 
for aost w»tall«rgieal purposes. 
Powdered uraniua in a very finely divided form is easily pre­
pared by fcTfflation and subsequent decoaposition of the hydride and 
aay be handled if suitable precautions are observed. If a good grade 
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ef fin® aircjMJiiuia powder had been amilatole, pcwder ffletallurgy 
teohoifiaes prohably coaXd hay® been med aore extensively in allcqr 
preparation. %e aethod for preparing zireonium potder by fcH-mtion 
and then ieeoapositi^ai of the hydride imrolvea heating the powder 
ander •&©««» to 600 - 700® C. In vie« of the reactive nature of 
asirconium, it was donbtful if this method utould be suitable for the 
preparation of very pure zireoniu® pcwder in swall quantities. Since 
this early work was done, reports have been published by Angier and 
iausner^^>32 |,i|£Qh deserib« a method for producing zirconiua powder 
aM powdered ssireonium hydrides. The zireoaium powder produced was 
fine enough to pass a 200 i»sh screen and was cmly slightly less 
pure than the original metal. A jsttmber of alloys were prepared by 
pressing and sintering uranium powder with airconius! powder which 
had been prepared by the hydride process or by sawing nassiv® airconitm 
and colleeting the saw dust under GQ^. These sanples were then 
annealed in graphite crucibles in p-aphite heaters lined with air-
coaitt* or molybdenua sheet. A considerable amount of difficulty 
was encountered in reaching ec|uilibrium and the alleys usually were 
coataiBinated by carbon and cacygen before they were sufficiently 
annealed. %i® ae^od was discai^ed as involving entirely too mny 
experisental difficiilties. 
A fOTirth «ethod of preparing alloys is the simltaneous reduc­
tion to the netallic state of a Mixture of coi^cmnds of the two 
eleaents. Since aethoda were known for producing both uranium a»tal 
and aircQBiu® metal, this approach was tried. A method for preparing 
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ttraialua »«tal «ia a smll scale by bomb r«ittctlon was described by 
Speddiag^^ and a proctss for preparing zlrconi'o® aetal by bomb reduc­
tion has been reported by falsh^^ in a recant paper. 
fh® alloys wera prepared by bossb reducticm of tiranium tetra-
flucaride and airecmiua tetrafluoride msiog oalciam as th© reduotant. 
Iodine was used as a booster to famish additimal heat aM the 
resulting ealciun iodide tends to loser the melting point cxf the 
slag. The reduction was carried out in a 2 1/2 inch inside diameter 
bomb which was 12 inches laog. k cross section view of the bomb is 
shown in Figure !• The bortj was »de fro® 2 1/2 inch standard steel 
pipe, C3n© end was closed by welding in a plug and the other was 
closed by neans of a east irsai pipe cap. 
It Is necessary to line the bcwab with a refractcsry to present 
eontawination of the charge by B»tal trm the walls of the bomb and 
to protest the steel froa the hot slag and metal products of the 
redttotion, this lii»r, in the ease of uraniiia reductions, usually 
coiwiats of afagnesiuBi oEide or of electrically fused doloroitic aside. 
For the productian of these alloys presintered doloiaitio oxide 
crucibles were used as liners for alloys containing ten per cent 
zirecaaiu® B.n& less, fhe inside diameter of these crucibles or 
liners was 2 incites | the outside diaaieter 2 3/8 inches and the 
length 11 indies. 
Sine© airconiua has such a powerful affinity for oacygen, there 
was doubt that high sirconium alloys could be prepared sufficiently 
free of oxygen in doloaitic oxide liners. SOB«S high zirconium alleys 
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and par® zlreoaia* mre prepared by redueticm in dolomitic oacide 
lia®rs, but thes® allc^ys were mry hard and quite brittle. The 
pare aireonlmat prepared in doloraitie oxide was also very hard, quite 
brittle and the isderostruoture consisted of long needles rather than 
the polyhedral grains typieal of a pure metal, fhe use of graphite 
liners was obvious since zireaniuM does not dissolve carbon as 
readily as it dissolves oxygen. A sai^le of zireonium prepared by 
using graphite liners was found to be softer than wetal produced in 
doloKltie oxide liners and could b© given 50 per eent reduction in 
area by eold reeling* fhis »etal had a polyhedral grain micro-
structure and seemed quite free inelusioas and iB5)uritiea. The 
graphite llaers which were used were 2 indies inside diameter, 2 3/16 
inches outside diameter and 11 inches long. They were machined from 
AGE electrode grade graphite rods obtained from National Carbon 
CoB^iany. 
The liner of either doloaitie ostide or graphite was placed in 
the boab with sufficient coarse mgnesiuis oxide below so that the 
top of the liner projects 1/8 in<ii fro® the open end of the bcmb, 
lagnesiu® csKide was then poured into the annular space between the 
liner and the b«ib wall to hold the liner in place and to provide 
additional Insulation. The charge for the alloys was prepared by 
weighing out the proper aa.c»mts of iranluM tetrafluoride, zireonium 
tetrafluoride, calcium metal and' iodine, Ihe uranium tetrafluoride 
was obtained fro» iallinkrodt Oheaical C<M^ny and analysed above 
9f per eent uranium tetrafluoride. The zirccsium tetrafluoride was 
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prepared by sewral different setbods. Tbese are described by Walsh 
in th® report on boab reduction in emsid®rable detail. Mast of the 
alloys were prepared fro* aircoBitt® tetrafluorld® which had been 
parified by sttblimtion aoder vaetitta. '^e zireoniua tetrafluoride 
was grorn#! to pass a 100 aesh screen by a smll hammer mill. The 
iodla® was IBP XIII lesebliaed Crystals obtained from Mallinkrodt 
Chemical Coii^aay. Siaee the iodine is molten at temperatures below 
that at whic^ the boiite ignites grinding was mmecessary. The calcium 
ttsed was parified by distillation at the Ames Iiaboratoi^ and was 
of very hi# pwity. The caloitim was p-oaad in a mill equipped 
with chopping blades to pass a 10 mesh screen and was screened to 
remove the mterial which passed 80 mesh since this fine material 
contained a large amount, of oxide, 
The relative amcwata of uranium tetrafluoride and zirconium 
tetrafluoride which were used in the charge were determined by the 
alloy ooapositiaB desired, fhe weight ctf the alloy biscuit which 
could bo prc^uced varied from 34-0 graw» for uranium^rloh alleys to 
160 grams for zirocailum-rioh alloys. A 15 por cent excess of calcium 
was used over the amount required to react with all the uranium and 
alreeaiittm fluorides and the iodine. fhe quantity of iodine used 
varied from 63 gra^ for uranium-rich alloys to 3^0 grams for the 
aircaBium-rlch all«^s. 
this ^ arge was mixed by rolling and tumbling in a square-form 
two quart bottle. The fluorides and calcium were thtaroughly mixed 
before th© iodine was added and the final mixing dc«e. This procedure 
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IRS follow©*! to rediae® th© reactim between iodine and ealeiuat dvirlng 
Mixing. ISie mixed charge was then poared into the bomb liner. Argon 
was iatrodttced thrcmgh a tab® which projected to the bottom of the 
bo»b liaer to diaplaee th# air fro« the bomb and charge, "Hi© top 
of the dterge was packed sli#tly before th© liner was closed. 
A graphite lid was placed on the bosb liner and dolomitic oocide 
packed on top to hold th© lid in place. The boate waa then closed by 
aeaas of the pipe cap and sealed with a pipe sealing compound to 
prevent th® escape of iodine. The charge was ignited by heating 
the boab in a gas fired ftura&oe whitsh. was held at a temperature ci 
about 700® 0* After th« reaetiea was coaplete, the boab was cooled 
to roo» tewperature a»d Idle biscuit of swtal OT alley removed, The 
slag aiherinf to the biscuit was removed by chipping with a hafflmer 
followed by leaching with water and then with dilute nitric acid. 
The yields of aetal that collected at the bottom of the bomb gen­
erally decreased as the percentage of airconium in the alloy in­
creased and imried from 9i per cent to 50 per cent. The coHtposition 
of the alloy found by cheaical analysis was usually very close to 
the ratio of the elewnts la the charge* 
Wie alloys were given a homopinizing anneal under vacuum before 
being studied by theraal analysis, sicroscqpic exa®ination and X-ray 
phase determination. The alloys containing less than 15 per cent 
zirconiua were hoao^aiaed by heating at CS for 16 to hours 
in a i»sistaHce ftimace. The alloys containing hi^er percentages 
of zircmiusi. were annealed at a ten^eratur® estimated to be several 
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haadrei i®fr«es below th® s»lting poiat of the alloy for about cme 
hoar. This annealing w&b done in a graphite eracible heated by a 
20 kilcwatt aereary are iMtietion fumaee. 1!he heating was done 
a»d®r TOewoa and th© teaperatare was observed by means of an optical 
pyroffleter. the graphite emeibl® was lined with airconium sheet 
whieh QOipletely enelosed the sai^l® of »tal. Hiis was done to 
prewnt ©ontaaiaatiwn of the alloiy by oocygen, nitrogen and carbon, 
©wring the course of the inwstifatlon, it was found that the alloys 
were qaite hoaofeneoas as they carae from the bomb and that annealing 
at fOO® C was sufflGient for alloys of all ccsBpositions, 
1. fheraal toalysis 
fhe aeltiag points dt alleys with aore than five per cent zir-
offlniWB was too hi^ to allow deterainaticm of the liqiaidtis and 
solidus tei^eratwres by theraal aim3^sis. However, the solid state 
transforaatims were sufficiently rapid so that therml analysis was 
extre«ely aseftd in the deteraination of phase bouBdaries in the 
solid state, these transforiaaticMas were found to be subject to 
eonsiderable super cooling and could be studied with laudti greater 
reprodmoiblllty ai^ more inforaaticsi could be obtained by the use 
of heating curves rather than cooling curves. 
To provide a constant heating rate and thus make the curves 
si»pler and more sensitive, an apj^ratus was designed and built 
which aaintained a constant teaperature differential between the 
furmee and the saa^le. 1 photograph of ^is equipment is shown in 
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Flgtire 2 and a 8ch#watle ilagra® is shewn in Figure 3. The heating 
was ione by a 750 watt ©leetrioal resiatanee ftimace which accoa* 
fflodated a 1 iach oKtside diaaeter q«arta tmhe. The power for the 
fmmae® was supplied bj a 110 Tolt fariae. the farnaee waa con­
trolled by a Brown Ileetronlk circular scale potentioweter whi«sh 
was ccManected to a Modutrol motor* This potentiometer waa fed the 
output of a differential therfflocouple of ehroa l^-alUMl-ehroBiel. 
Cha® Juaotion was located inside the 8a*ple and the other was just 
outside t&© c|«art2 tube. Thus the potent!o»eter read the temper­
ature differences between the sai^le and the furnace and waa set 
to control ttiii difference so as to produce the desired heating 
ratef. fhe Breirn potentloaeter supplied an ii^ulse to the Modutrol 
Botor, ishitk waa coupled to the shaft of the Tariac, such tiiat if 
the teoperatmre differences were too swill, the fariac would be 
turned up and if the difference was too large, the T?ariac would 
be turned down, fhe tei^erature of the sawple was recorded by a 
Brown lleetroHik recording strip chart potentloaeter which was 
ecmnected to the thermocouple inside the sample. Since a potentiometer 
is a null point instruaent, it waa possible to have two potentiometers 
connected with the same thermocouple circuit. The possibility of 
interference between the two potentioaeters was considered and 
tests were made whi^ proved that each potentioMter had no effect 
on the other after they had reached the balance point* An insulated 
cold junction consisting of a thermos bottle of water was used to 
provide a fairly caastant cold |unetion correction. 
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Figure 3 - Schematic drawing of thermal analysis furnace. 
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fhe all(^ sample was placed in the 1 inch outside diameter 
quartz tube ghowa i» Figure 3. fhis tube was evacuated by a 20 liter 
per second oapaeitj air cooled oil diffusion punsp and a ?lelch Duoseal 
1400 »shaaloal backing imiap. The vacuus was uMasured by means of 
a Phillips ®Mige aad at the beginning of a run was always lower 
than 0.02 aicrons. during tbe initial beating period the pressure 
would rise to about 0.04 niorons but would fall to below 0.02 microns 
after the Maxima teaperature had been reached. The samples heated 
under this weuum shwied very little oxidatim even after heating 
for 48 hoars, fhe heating rate obtained with this apparatus was 
wry nearly li^ar from 300® C to 800® G and any significant thermal 
arrests up to 900® G could have been readily detected. The linear 
curve and emstant heating rate made the detection an arrest 
quite easy and made possible an estimte of the magnitude of the 
heat effect. 
The solidus and liquidus temperatures of alleys up to 5 per 
cent aireonium were determined by running cooling curves using 
chromel->alttiiel thermocouples. The sample was placed in a beryllia 
crucible inside a graphite heater. The heating for this part of the 
investigation was done under vacuim by an iMuction furnace. The 
graphite heater was insulated well enough to give a suitable cooling 
rate when the pcwer was shut off. The samples were heated above 
13CX)® 0 arf allowed to cool. The temperature was recorded cm a 
Leeds and lorthrup Micrcwax recording potentioMBter. 
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Ttote solMtts awi liqmidtts teaperatures of alloys containing Bore 
than 5 per sent aireonims mere abor® the range of the chroiwl-alufflel 
therBoeoi^l® so it mm necessary to H3® other seans of obtaining 
these tei^ eratiares * The method which was used consisted of heating 
a sawpl® of the alloy by f«ssing a high amperage eurirent through it 
ani obserfing th® appearance of liquid by an c^tical pyroraeter. A 
eoaplete d®««rlpti«a 'ef the ®»tho«l if reported by Chiotti^^ with 
ietail® «f the equip»Bt» ®s,e sai^les were bars approxiaately 1/4 
inch by 1/4- ine^ by 2 inches. A saall hole 1/8 inch deep was drilled 
in the center of the bar with a nwaber 69 drill to provide black 
body conditicfflia fear teapemtur© meas»'e»ent, ftie san^le was claiuped 
between water cooled c&pp&r electrodes in a vaouu® chamber and cur­
rent passed through the saaiJle. By aeans of an optical pyromter, 
the hoi® in the sa«pl® was observed as the teiBiperatare was increased 
and the temperature at which the first sign of liquid metal appeared 
was observed for different eoffipositicms. This temperature mast lie 
b©"^®©n the liquldus and solidus temperatures. The specimen was 
observed throui^ J a glass w'indw in the top of the vacuum chamber and 
the observed temperature was corrected f®p the absorption due to the 
glass hj means of a table prepared by Pwsythe.^^ The apparatus 
Was Bmm&ttid by & Ctneo Hyperroe 23 a^chanical vacuum pump to 
about mm micron befwe the heating was started. Due to evolutiwi 
of gas by the sas^ le the pressure would rise above 200 micrcais dur­
ing the first heating cjf the sample and then fall to about 15 to 20 
microns hy the tine the melting point was reached. Most of the 
s&oples ware only sli^tly discolored daring heating and the amount 
of oxidation in these ©aaes was probably rathar smll, 
€• li®roseopie ExaainaticMB 
Sine® there are several phase transitions in the solid state, 
it was mmamrf to anneal and qneadfe a large nni^er of alloys to 
determine the extent of the varion® phase fields. The furnace which 
was msed for therml analysis was also used for annealing aM for 
heating saaples to be quenehed. fhe oontroller potentiometer was 
connected to the theraoeouple inside the quarts tube and could be 
set to ecmtrol at any temperature from 400® G to 925® C, The varia­
tion in temperature as iMieated by the potentioBeter was less than 
plus or aimus two dep-ees eentigrade at all tei^eratures and irrespee-
tive of line voltage fluctuations* The sais^les were first heated to 
9G0® C for 16 to 2i hoars to establish equilibriu® at that temperature. 
Ihey were then cooled to just belowt the quendbing te^erature and 
held for several hoars and then reheated to the desired tea^erature 
and held again for 6 to 24 hours before quenching. By follosing 
this sehedtde, it was hoped t^at the Bierostructur® would be 
representative of equilibriu® eoi^itioiis and the hysteresis in ]c^ase 
transitions especially as observed on cooling would be reduced. The 
samples were quen«^ed by opening and tipping the quartz tube and 
allowing the san^les to fall into a coatainer of water. The examina­
tion of the quenched samples indicated that the quench in all oases 
sueceeded in preserving the wtcrostructure. 
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fh® sa^lei wore prepaired for aderosoopie exaaination as follons. 
fh® sp^Qimn MM aounted in ls»akelite aad roug^ gro^ on a TOditaa 
gpi% vitrified wheel. fli© »#xt step was grinding tm wet at dry 
sillcoa oarbid® disks withewt using a Imbricant or coolant. The 
grinding was started m a mshmr 320 grit wheel and was f oUosed 
in ord«r by naabers 400,500 and 600, sample was then polished 
on a soft elot^ wheel asing a saspensicaa of 400 grit silicon carbide 
powder in a so&p solution. 
Itching of aaay of the alleys was very diffietilt dne to very 
.finely dispersed ffiicKCostrootar© forwid by eatectoid preeipitatloa 
aM to th® very Qheadeal resistant properties of some of the quenched 
sai^les * the alleys ccmtaining to ten per t^nt zirconium we3?e 
all etched eleetrolytieally using a bath of eight parts reagent 
grade orthophosphori© acid, five parts ethyl alcohol aiKi five parts 
ethylene glycol# The poftentlal, emrent density and t±m had to be 
adjusted differently for almost every sa^le, fhe voltages used 
varied from 2 volts up to 40 volts, the current density was fixed 
by th© resistance of the bath and the surface of the sample and the 
time was usually 30 to 60 seconds. Higher voltages were necessaary 
to etch quenched samples that were mn phase as eompared to two 
phase samples. 
Alloys containing more than ten per cent airoonium and also 
pure airocsBiuffi could be etched with a mixture of one part concen­
trated nitric acid and two parts of distilled water saturated with 
sodium tartrate and sodium flutMJilicate. this nitric acid base 
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fttehing selutioB was msedt by swabbing the saaqjle with a cotton 
applieator filled with the solution. The ©tehing tiaW' necessary 
variei tvm 15 seecmds to several ainmtea, fhe best reatilts were 
obtained by etching th® saHpl© quit® hearily, repoliahing on th® 
cloth wheel with nwrfser 400 grit silicon carbide suspension and 
th«n etching to bring out the dasired structural dataila. Ibia 
treatment saaatd to raaow th.® cold worked metal left by grinding 
the sa®s>le and made th® ffiicrostructures auch sharper and increased 
the amount of detail which could b© otoserred. This was a rery 
satisfactoiy etching aolutiwi for most of the allc^ in this system 
and worked quit® well on pure sirconiu# and other alloys of zirccmium. 
a® action was sufficiently alow to allcsr the progress of the etching 
to be observed and sti^ped at the pr<^er tiae. fhe contrast between 
various phases was quite satisfaetory and could be increased by 
isereasing the etching %im, lo dark or obscuring film of reaction 
products was left cm the surface and nane of the phases present, 
including airconiaa carbide, were wnduly etched away. For alleys 
containing more than ninety per cent sirconium it was pcMsible to 
use an etebing solution eonsistinf one part of AB per cent 
hydrc^luoric acid in nine parts of water, this was a satisfactory 
etch for pure sirconium bat its action is extremely rapid and often 
results in surface irregularities and pitting dt the saBple with 
almost coaplete destruction of the airconium carbide which was 
usually present. 1 few of the high zlrconiUB alloys which did not 
» z$ » 
etefe well with the aitrio acid hase etehlng solution were etched 
with this i^drofltiCKPic acid etching soluticm. 
B, X«Eay lxaai»ation 
th® I-fay powder patteras of these alloys at room temperatures 
were obtained on a 11,4 m diaaeter Debye«-S0herrer eassera using 
filtered copper radiatiim. th® caswra was made by Horth Americas 
Phillip a»d used an m^^pm^trical film aeeording to the Straunanis 
teclmique which ve^^lrm no camera calibraticm. In general saioples 
wes^ prepared quenching wkssiv® pieces of single phase allqjrs. 
Filings were then taken from these qmenched pieces and were aimealed 
at 560® 0 la a quarts capillary to remove strain. The oxygen and 
nitrogen were r«®owd from the capillai^, after it was sealed, by 
heating a saiall strip of airconium sheet whidb was placed in one 
end of the capillary. After the abwe annealing the sai^les were 
allowed to cool in Idle fornace to room tempei^ture. The filings 
were then reaosrod from the quartz capillaij and mounted by the use 
of iraselene on a glass fiber about 0.005 inches in diaiBeter. The 
glass fiber was then positioned in the powder cai»sra aM the 
diffraction pattern recorded. The usual exposure tia« was 6 hoors 
with 20 adlliaaperes passing thrcmfh the X-ray tube at a potential 
35 Mlo^olts. 
A aufflber of atteapts were sade to determine the crystal structure 
®P these alloys at elewted tei^eratures. Massive sas^les were 
quenched from high te^eratures and the X»ray ptwder patterns of the 
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ttaaaaealei filiap obtained trm them sai^lea. Also, filiags ware 
ia qaarta tabes and qmaachad from high, taaperatares into water 
and tb© eiystal structure it«dl@d. Both of these ®Bthods failed to 
gitre any InforBatioa about the crystal atruetur® of the alloys at 
higher teaifieratwes as the saaplea traasfwaftd in spite of being 
qmenohed and only alpha uraaiw and alpha ssirconium were fownd. A 
namber of attempts to ase a high teaperatiire oaaera built by Otto 
Von der leyde were wade, Thia was a 5.7 oentiKeter diaMtter powder 
eanera with a s»ll electrical resistance heater arouiri the saaple. 
fhe ssBple consisted ©f filings of the allc^ enclosed in a snail, 
thin quart® capillary, iindeiaann glass capillaries could not be 
used because of the teaperatire® involved. Bus to laechanical dif­
ficulties with the camera and furnace and to the reactivity of the 
iietal saa^les, no satisfactory pictures of these alleys were obtained 
at elevated teaperatures. 
1. Chenical ^ lysis 
The alloys uraniua ai^ sEiretmiua were amlysed cheaically 
to check the ooap<wiition of the alloys and to find the aaoBBits of 
impurities which were present* fhe iBpurities which were analysed 
for were iron, nitrogen and carbon, fhe cocygen content of these 
alla(ya was not determined since the rather elaboi^te equipis^nt 
necessary for this deterDijnation was not available. Bafniun was 
present in a»omits of about 2 weight per cent of the zirconium and 
was asstawd to have little influence m the alloys of zirconium and 
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iiraHim. Other elements would have b«®n present in amounts of leso 
than 500 parts per million and would not be expected to mterially 
affect the aetallurgical prc^erties of the alloys. 
The sables for uraaiua and zireoniuia analysis were usually 
single aassive pieces du® to the difficulty encountered in drilling 
or grinding the alleys. The sajsplea were treated with oanoentrated 
nitric aeid in a platinum dish until a black residue remained. This 
residue was dissolred by adding hydrofluoric acid and then both the 
nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid were removed by fuming strcssigly 
with sulfuric aeid. The solution was cooled and diluted with water 
in a voluraetric flask. 
The determination of uranium was carapleted by pipetting an 
aliquot containing 0.4 to 0.5 graas of uranium from the solution con­
taining the saafjle. This aliquot was passed through a Jones reductor 
which reduces the uranium to three and four valent uranium. The 
three valent umniua was catidiaed to four valent uraniuffi by bubbling 
air through the solutions. The uraniia was then titrated with 
standard sulfatoeeric acid solution, using ferroin indicator, to 
a light blue green end point. 
For the deterainatioa of zirccaaium, an aliquot containing 
approximtely 0.2 grass zirconium was taken. This was evaporated 
to dryness to reiaove sulfuric acid, which causes low results if 
present in aor® than snmll amounts. Ten milliliters of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid were added and the solution diluted to 100 milli­
liters. After the addition of 30 grams of mai»ielic acid to this 
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solmtiQH it wm heated to hoiling fw thirty alntttes. The preoipitat® 
was filtered,. ipdt@d and finally neighed as sireonitm dioscid®. 
IRia aaooat of ir«m in these alloys was determined by a coloriffletic 
i^thod twing lylO pheaaathroliae. the sasple was di^solired li^ro-
flmcrie aeid in a plating dish and then ftt»ed with sulfuric aoid for 
«n® half hour to reaore all the fluoride ic®. The solution was diluted 
to foluae, an aliquot was taken and the iron r®dueed to ferrous iron 
fey hydrosi^laaine hyiro<dilorid®, The 1,10 phemnthrolene reagent and 
a soluticm of tartaric acid were «^ded and the pH raised to 5 - 7 
with ameiiifw l^roxide. fhe per eent light transisisslon at 515 
Bdlliaiorons was determined m a Oolenan speetro^^otometer • The 
amount of ir^ was determined fraia a previously prepared standard 
eurr®. A pffiptim the original solutic© was used as the reference 
solutioB simee uraniaat forms colored solutions which would otherwise 
interfere in the deter«iinati«»i» 
fhe deterwlnatian of nitrogen was done by a modified micro 
Kjeldahl method, Th® safflple was dissolwd in l^rofluoric acid and 
fumed wi-to sulfuric aeid. The standard miero Kjeldahl procedure was 
then followed to eta^let® the analysis. 
M slight modification of the stai^ard combustion ssethod of 
determining earbaa was necessary for a nuirt>er of ttie high zirconium 
allays, the determination was done by burning a sai^le of turnings 
in aiygen, .blorMng th. 0(^  in «. ..Mrlt, tabe .»! ob.er»iug th. 
gain in weight. The allciys which eontained a large percentage of 
uranium burned smoothly and coa^letely. However, the alloys which 
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were priisarilj zirocmituB had to be isixed with alwadum powder to 
prertnt the foraatiem of an adherent oxide eoating which prevented 
ooaplete ooiabasti^. By this modificatic®, co:B^lete combust ion of 
the allojs ai^ reproduaibl© resalts i»®r© obtained. 
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IV. PIESIOTATICSI m DATA 
The phase diagraB as pretented In Flgore 4 for the uranlua^sir-
eonima allay systeai was based on therwl, ®lerc»oopic and X-ray data 
with the exeeption of certain lines whieh were drawn from considera­
tion of th® phase mle. The portions which are not clearly established 
by experimental resalts are indicated by dotted lines. The hardness 
of the aHeiys, their working properties and chemical analysis are 
presented in separate sectitms. The b<mb reduction wsthod of pre­
paring aranina-aireoniam alloys is diso'^ssed and an attempt made to 
evaluate its ase.f*ilness. 
A. thermal Data 
The therml data obtained in this investigation can be most 
logically disottssed in two parts, the data connected with the melt­
ing points of the alloys and the data on transition temperatures of 
the alleys. The melting point data for many of the alloys are 
tabiilated in Table 1 and plotted against composition in Figure 5. 
I&ey were all determined by the «^tlcal |^oa»t«r metiiod as described 
previottsly except for the 1.8S and A.75 per cent xirconitra samples. 
On these two siasples a cooling cm^ was run using a chromel-alua»l 
th®rffl0C0«^le, In this oaa® both the liquidus and solidus teiiiperaturos 
were established. The temperatures observed for these two samples 
were probably slightly low since laiese were cooling curves and the 
rate of cooling was quite fast. 
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Figure A - Phase diagram of uranium-zirconium system. 
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Figure 5 - Thermal data from investigation of uranium-zirconium 
system. 
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TABI£ 1 
Melting Data from Iranitm-ZirconiuBi Allc^ 
Co^osition Observed Melting 
% Uranium % Zirconium Temperature 
100 1125 , 
97.11 1.88 1158-1170® 
%.30 4.75 Il76-I206<i 
92.63 5.43 1220 
89.05 7.90 1245 
82,B6 15.98 U34 
B2,06 15.98 1U9 
69.47 30.10 1526 
68 .a 29.45 1506 
59.50 40.30 1608 
46.01 52.24 1648 
mmmmm 60 1758 
24.53 72.22 1734 
24.53 72.22 1754 
10.05 87.30 1806 
10.05 87.30 1801 
mmmmm 90 1840 
4.a 94.30 1864 
ioot> 1780 
lOOa 1825 
100® 1800 
® Prepared by borab reduction in dolomitio oxide liner 
^ Cryatal*Bar zircoaium 
® Prepared by bonb reduction in graphite liner 
Obtained hf therinal analysis using chroael-alurael thermocouple 
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The BMnltlng data obtained by th® optical pyrooeter method tsust 
b© betweea th© llqtiid and solidus teaperatures, Since an appreelable 
amount of liquid is necessary before any liquid would be observed in 
the cavity and an aside or nitride surface filia would tend to keep the 
liquid frott flouing, the observed points probably are eonsiderably 
above th© solidus temperature. The sasnples usually were sufficiently 
liquid at teaperatures slightly above the first observed melting to 
eause rapture of the bar# iioroacoplc examination of the bars in the 
region of fusim waa aade in an effort to determine the relative 
amounts of liquid and solid whieh had been present at the fusion 
point. However, no indication of the relative amounts of liquid and 
solid phases present at fusic® was found. This my have been due to 
rapid hoffiogeaization of the samples a® they oooled throti h^ the gamsia 
solid solutiwi region# The temperature of the first observed melting 
waS' quite sensitive to oxidation of the saa^le so the data from 
experirwnts in which the sample had beeoae visibly oxidized were not 
used. In most eases welting was ctoserved and the current turned <rff 
before the bar fused in two. In these eases a new cavity was drilled 
in -fehe bar and ttie melting experiaent repeated. The greatest dif­
ference between two runs on the saa® sample was 20® G and the 
agreement was usimlly imch olc^er than this. The accuracy of th® 
temperature oMiasureMnt with this type of apparatus is estiiaated by 
Chiotti^5 as t 25® 0. 
The iseltiag data forjBed a smooth curve when plotted against 
the co^ositioB of the alloys. There was no aaxiffiam or miniaiua in 
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the Gonre n<xe was there any Indication of a horizontal portioa, "niis 
was good, empportiof evidence for a oontinnone solid solution between 
beta aire«iw« and gaam uraniia. fhe onrve extrapolated quite 
aaoothly to the aeltlng point of *a?anltt® but eonsiderable scattering 
was encoimtered at the alrooniuffl end of the curve. This was caused 
by the variatioo of the a«ltlng point of alrconlum and alloys of 
aircsmiaa with parity. ®be aelting points as determined in this 
laboratory for various samples of aireonlua prepared by different 
Methods are also .given in Table 2* The literature value of 
1830® 0 • 40® ©overs all the above observed values but this large 
mriation in observed M»lting points is no do^t due to variation 
in purity as well as errors in aeasurlng tesperature, 
fhm solid state transitions in this allc^ system were studied 
very intei»ilt«ly by therml analysis. The thersial effects which 
were obtained during heating are tabulated in Table 2, and are 
plotted ap.in3t the oonpositicm tai the alloys In Figure 5* 
In Table 2, the thera»l effects whidi occurred over a range 
of teapemture were iadieateid by giviu® the initial and final tem­
perature and separating ^ e® with a dash. On Figure 5 such a tea-
peratmre range was IMicated by a vertieal line connecting the initial 
and final teoperature of the break in the heating curve. The thermal 
data obtained m eooling are also tabulated in Table 2 to show the 
large differences In teiqperature obtained by heating and cooling 
ae^ods a®l to permit a comparison of these data with data of 
other investigates who have used only cooling curves. 
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TABa 2 
Solid Stat© Transitioa Data from franium-Zirooaium Alloys 
{Allqys prepared in dolomitic oxide lineM except where otherwise noted.) 
% %t Heating arrests ®c. Cooling arrests ° 0, 
100 687 772 657 770 
100® 666 771 648 765 
98«71 0.57 668 768-783 649 766 
96.15 1.18 671 697-752 633 723 
97.11 1.88 683 699-716 607 673 
94.30 4.75 605 683 699-716 602 673 
92.63 5.43 599-613 690 692-697 669 
89.05 7.90 600-616 680 690-687 662 
89.55 IM 600-607 683 697 593-607 665 
88.35 9.29 607-617 685 702 6U 674 
89»15 9.42^ 607 683 699-704 609 666 
82.86 15.98® 600-614 673 593-610 654 
25 . 609-623 623-685 602-614 652 
68.41 29.45^ 607-6U 6U-678 586-600 ... 
69.47 30.10® 605-619 619-6^ 607 
— 
59.50 40.30© 607-616 607 
47.50 51.20° 593-610 580-596 
46.01 52.%" 612-623 591-602 
50.40 48.95 600 
60 607-614 607 
24.53 72.22^ 589-603 598 
"^5 K 605 579 
10.05 87.30° 589 591 
«i. «(» 90° 602-607 
95 . 602 
4.41 94,30® 547-593 
100° 865 
^ lallinkrodt Biscttit Uranium 
^ Alloy prepared by bomb reduction in graphite liner 
® Alley prepared by arc nwlting 
^ Crystal-bar ziroonlaia 
fh® bet* to gaaiwi transitiott In tiranisua was foond to be lowered 
rapidly by the tolnbility of airoonim in gairaa laranin*. The alpha 
to b«ta traasitim, on the other hand, was raised to 683® C at 1,88 
per ©ent ziroonima aM the two transitions appeared to have merged 
at this tea^eratare# 'Rse tliiernal arrest at 683® C was qnite pro-
n«meed and reaohed a oaxisoB intensity at about 14-.57 per eent 
aireoaiua. A ehange in slope of th® heating OUTT® above 683® C 
was otoserved in the all<^s up to 9«4-2 per eent zireonium. This 
was due to th® transition frm beta to gawna uranium, which occurs 
over a rang© of tojiqjeratwe in this region. 
A therrnl arrest at 605® C was observed in all alloys froai 
4.75 per cent aireoaiaa through 95 per ©ent zireemiuai. This thersial 
arrest reached a naximmi aagnitiiie at about 50 per eent zireonium. 
In 25 , 28.65 and 29#45 per sent ziromium samples, a change in 
sle^e ftroB the horizontal thermal arrest at about 605® G up to 
about 683® G was found, fhis ehange in slope of the heating curves 
was greatest at about 683® G where the curve beeai^ almost horiaontal. 
lo evidtnee of this thermal arrest at 683® G was detected beyoM 
30.10 per cent aireoniua. In alloys containing more than 40 per 
eent zireonium, no heat effeet above the 605® C transition was 
obsierved up to 900® 0. If this arrest at 605® C were a euteetoid 
transition arising from the alpha to beta transition in zireonium, 
a ^ nge in slc^® of the heating eurve above 605® G would have helped 
loeat© the liaits of the two phase region above the euteetoid. How­
ever therwil effects due to sloping phase boundarys in th© solid state 
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&r» eften detected by tlierml analysis ciirw«» 
The therml arrest at 605® S seewd to be caused a very rapid 
and readily refersibl® reaction. ®ie teKperature at which it was 
observed was ehaaged but very sli^tly when considerable changes 
were made in the heating or cooling rates. Also, there was only a 
awill difference between the twn^ratares at which the arrest was 
abserrtd in heating euartes and cooling curves. 
fh© heat affect ass£»iat©d with the alpha-beta transition in 
alrccaiittE waa observed at 865® C in a sample of crystal-bar zirconium. 
A saiq>le of Bureau of Mines Spmge gave a very weak break on a cooling 
curve whidi oosurred over a range of temperature. The temperature 
at whidi it started could not be detected but the lower teaperature 
li«it was 864® 0. This arrest was not observed in heating curves 
on any aireoaium iMteept crystal-bar zircmiijm and waa not detected 
at all in ai^ the ^ani«a-ziro«attiUffi allqys. DeBoer^^ has reported 
that the presence of evea saall aneimts of cosygen aoS nitrogen ia 
solid solutiOT in airconium »tal raises the alph-beta tran8f(»rmatlaa 
temperature and causes it to •occur over a range df' teaperature. This 
prefesbJy is the reason for failure to ctetain an invariant point in 
the tAierfflal analysis curves of aircoaiua samples. In the uraniua-
airo<aiu« allc^j's the solubility of uranium in beta airconium would 
also *muse the transff^aatifm to take place over a tenperattire range 
down to C anS should nake the thermal effect quite difficult 
to detect, 
the solid state therml effects which were observed for this 
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allqf sy0t®», with the exeeption ^e alpha-beta transition in zir-
eonitta, its not seem to be affected naterially by the SBall aaount 
of oxide or carbide ardinarily present in the aaraples. Use hi^ 
airconitiR allc^ which were prepared by bcaib reduction in dolossitic 
oxMe liners undoubtedly contained a considerable amount of oxide. 
Ihey were harder aM differed in ffli€r<ffltructiire as eoi^ared to 
alloys prepared bo*b reduction in graphite liners or by arc 
MBlting* Honever^ the thermal data were the sam for all<^  of the 
saite uraaiufflfriatreaaiua mtio prepared by &ts^ a£ the -^iiree methods. 
Several eases were ^served in which alloys of the same uraniun-
zircOTQlum ratio cmtained quite widely wrying aaumnts of cai^ on 
but theraal analysis dt these allegrs shosted no appreciable diffeirence 
in transition tempex^tures. 
B. Miorosoopie l^aminatiem 
the nature and. extent of the solid i^ase fields were also 
studied by oierc^oopic examination of slowly cooled and of quenched 
samples• In figure 6 is shown the extent of the Tarious phase fields 
as indicated by mieroseopic evidence. Allqys up to 30.10 per cent 
airconium slowly cooled from 900® 0 had a two phase structure con­
sisting essentially of uaiforaly dispersed lamellae# This structure 
is quite similar in appearance to pearlite of the iron - carbon 
system, fhe e»ct eutectoid coBfJosition could not be deduced from 
these microstruetures since no primaiy uranium or zirconium could be 
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Figure 6 - Microscopic data from uranium-zirconium system 
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observed* The roason for failtire to observe prlwary uranium my have 
been tliat tbt allqfs w#p« not eooled tteough the t«o*phase regioB 
above the euteotoM slcarly enough for lar^ prlmry erystals to be 
fwffiiril, fhe aicrostruetures of theee alleys were not changed 
appreeiably by quenohing froa tei^eratures below 683® C. A solubility 
of zireonlun in alpha vanlua of less than 0.57 per cent was determined 
by ««»inati®a e£ the 0.57 per eent alley as quenched from 579® C, 
In Figure 7, whi«ii shows this sample, can be seen small particles 
of sirecmiuii preelpitat@d along the grain boundaries and within the 
grains. Itching this alloy to reveal the grain boundaries and 
precipitation was very difficult and only two of the samples of this 
allc^ were prepared for photoalorographs, 
fhe l.li per cent alloy is shown in figure 8 Ja the slow eooled 
eondititm. fhe mlerostruetiare eonsists of sireonium precipitated In 
a uranium matrix. This sams alloy is shown in Figures 9 and 10 as 
quenched frcm 614.® 0 and 678® G. fhese idiotemdorographs shoe that 
littl® or no elmnf© la the relative arnomts of the phases had taken 
place. 4 similar series of pictures is shown for the 1.88 per cent 
all<^ in Flgiapes 11, 12 and 13. In figure 11 my be seen the outlines 
of prior grains which have underg^e a eutectoid precipitation. Since 
the grain bo^asT phase appears to be ia*anium, this would indieate 
that this was a hypo-euteetold allc^. fhe 4.75 per cent alloy, shown 
In figures 14 aM 15 has an outline uranium around the prior 
grains and also appears to have been a hypo-eutectoid alley. "Hie 
aaownt of zireonlua precipitated in these alloys Inoreases as the 
4.3 
Flgap# 7 - 0.57|£ alreoaiaa. Quenehei fr« 579® C» Ziremlvm pr«-
oipitated in «1|^ wasiaa. 1051 citoio acid «lec. 
X 250. 
Figap® B • 1*18^ zireoaiuffi. Slcw-eoaled. ZireonittM in uraBlua. 
Pfedapharie aoiS elec, eteh. X 150. 
Figure 9 - 1»18^ aireoDiaa. CJuenehed froa 614® C. Same as above. 
§% citrie elee. eteh, X 350, 
Fipir© 10 - 1.18$ aireooiiw. Quenched frs® 678® C, 
oltrie elec. eteii, X 250. 
as above. 
ML 
13 " 14 
Flfiup® 11 - l«l^$ jsireoQitim, Quenshed fro®-579® C. ZlrconitM 
lamlla® in we&nlwm, X 150. 
Figttr® 12 « l.S8$ zireoQian* QHsnohed fro» 657® C. Same as above, 
X 150. 
figar® 13 - 1.88% zlrccmluffi, Quencbed from 678® C« Sam® as above, 
X 250. 
figitr® 14 - 4.7511 sslreoniua, Qaenched froa 579° C« Saae as above. 
X 500. 
Ahmm saa^les fhosphtirie aeM elec. otch. 
airemiia Inereasea and all<^ oontalning »or® than 5 per 
oent airoontea haw stteh a finely disparsei ©uteotoid stroeture ^ t 
it is ainost ii[5>^sible to resolw and«r ^ e ffiieroseo|>e. The 9.42 
per ©ent all«^ qeenehed from 678® 0 which is shovn in Figtire 16, has 
a ettteotoid strtieture with no indication oi prior grains. &a the 
phase diagram is draws, this allc^ underwent a euteetoid deeamposi-
tion at 683® C directly from a on© phase region and there should be 
no evidenoe of a prim.ry phase in the strmeture. that this 8aii» 
phase r®gi«i exteMs heycaod 30 #10 per cent is indicat-ed by pictures 
of the 25 and 30.10 per oent allc^fs which are Figiires 17 and 18. 
The clear areas present in the 25 per cent alloys were probably 
osside inelusions. This all«3y was Mde by bomb reduction in a 
dolositie «ide liner. The 30.10 per eent alloy whioh does not 
show these large clear areas was mde by arc-nelting and should 
have been relatively free of oxygen. No alleys containing more 
than 30.10 per cent airconiim had this euteetoid aicrostructure. 
A two phase region was fami above the 683® C euteetoid tem­
perature in a coi^osition range fre® below 1.18 per cent to above 
7.90 per eent airconiu®. The upper temperature boundary lioits of 
this region are of peculiar shape airi represent the Icwering <£ the 
beta-gawa tmnsition. The horizontal s«cti<Mi of this boundary at 
697® C shonn between about 5 per eent and 8 per oent ziro<»iiufi 
see»s to extend into the region of less than 5 per eent zirconiuat. 
In fact, theraal arrests at this temperature hare been obserred in 
samples cmtaining as little as 1.18 per cent zirconium. This line 
•• 4,6 -
17 18 
Figw# 15 • 4*75^ alrccmiua. Qaen©h®d i^oa 678® G. Zirconium lamllae 
ia ttraniUB. Fhosphorle aeid sleo. stch. 
o 
Fipffs 16 - 9.4^/1 zireaiitm* Quenched fpom 678 C# Sam© as above. 
5^ HF in Methyl Ale. eteh. 
Figure 17 - 25% zirccmitam. Quenched from 614° C. Same as above. 
Nltrio aoid base etch* 
Figure 18 - 30.10f^ zirconium. Quenched from 650® C. Same as above, 
Mitric acid base etch. 
X 250 
©xteasion, whicfc is iotted in the diagram, diyidea the two phase, 
beta and gama solid aolatioa, area into two parts. Ho satiafaetory 
explaaation has been obtained trm thermsil or quenching data for 
this iinrisioEi, there ai^t be the poAsibility that the gamina solid 
folBtiOB undergoes oewier-disorder arrange»ents above and below this 
line. 
A series of alloys fr« 1,1$ to 9.42 per eent sirconium was 
heated to 694® C ai«i <|uenohed* Bi@ photomicrn a^phs of their struo-
twes are shown la Fipnces 19» 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26, The 
1,13 and 1,SS per eeat allc^  had sueh a finely dispersed second 
phase ^ at it was p^eessary to use 1000 aagnifioation. As a result 
of this fine dlspersicm and high aagnifioation, the discontinuous 
phase appeared blaek in these two alloys but was light in the alloys 
Gcastaining more alrcooiujii, Ifeia light phase is the ganma solid 
solutlcffl a»a an iaoreas® in '&e amount of •ttiis phase was observed 
with inereasing slreoaiua e-ontent. The 9.29 and 9,42 per cent 
alloys eontained ©aly this phase. At 705® 0, the two phase region 
extends «®ly up to about 4.0 per cent. This was established by 
quenohiag the 1,18, 1,88, 4.75 and 7,62 per cent alloys fron that 
tewperature. The Meraatruotures oi these sanples are shown in 
Figures 27, 2S, 29 and 30, fflie 4.75 and 7.62 per cent allc^ con­
tained only a single phase aM the mtlo of the two phases in the 
1,80 per cent alli^  had ohanged noticeably. By application of the 
lever ar« relatitm, the §&wm. solubility Halt at this tenperature 
would be in th® nelghbcarhood of 3.50 per cent airconium. The 1,88 
- 4.8 -
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Figure 19 •• l.l8!l zirccKBium, Beta plas gaama solid solution (dark 
areas)* Phosphorie acid elec, etch, X 1000. 
Figure 20 - l.SS^S zirconlti®. Saae as above. Nitric acid base etch, 
I 1000. 
Figure 21 •• A»15% zlrconiun. Beta plus gaffiina solid solution (lighter 
areas), iitric acid base eteh, X 250, 
Figure 22 - 5.4-3^ zirconium. Same as above. Mitric acid base etch, 
X 250, 
Above alleys quenched frwa 694® C, 
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25 
figur® 23 - 7.62$ zirac»lm», B®ta tsraniua plus gaama light areas of 
aolid aolutiem. 
Fifor® 24 • 7.90$ ziroonlum. Saw as above. 
Figure 25 - 9,29% aireonium. One phase, garama solid solution. 
Figure 26 - 9.42^ zireonium. Oa© ^ase, gamma solid solution. 
Abov® saaples quenched from 694® C. Mitric acid base 
©tch. X 2§0. 
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figure 27 «• 1,18$ airoonium. Beta uranium plus gamma solid solution» 
X 500. 
Figure 28 • 1.88;^ zirccmiuffi, Saiw as above* X 250. 
figure 29 • 4..75^ zirconiura. to® phase, gamtsa solid solution. X 250. 
Figur® 30 • 7.62JS zirconiuffl. One phase, gamma solid solution. X 250. 
Atowe saaples quen®h®(i from 705° C. Phcaphoric acid 
©l®.e. «tch. 
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aBi 1»18 p®3? cent allocs quenched froa 720® C still consist of two 
phases, aa fhoBn in Figures 31 and 32. Quenched from 740° C, the 
1.18 per cent alloy aa seen in figiare 33 was still in the two phase 
region. The sample of the 0.57 per cent alloy was quenched from 
778° 0. This alloy as shown in Figure 34. consists of approximately 
equal aBonnts of two phases which must be beta uranium and gamma 
solid solution. It is evident that the gaBana-bets solid solution 
stable at 778® C decooposed during the quench. 
k two-phase field was also found abo-ye the 605® 0 horizontal 
for zirconiutt-rich alloys. In this regicai alpha zirconium solid 
solutions precipitate from the gasma-beta solid solutions cm cooling 
over a range of temperature. A series of photomicrographs of alloys 
quenched from within this field is shown in Figures 35 through ^ 6, 
The needles, which ustially appear dark, are alpha zirccMiium solid 
solid solution and the clear, light matrix is gamaa-beta solid 
solution. The ratio of alpha airconium to gamma-beta solid solution 
increases with increasing zirconium content arri with decreasing 
quenching te»perature« 
The alpha to beta transformtion in pure zirconium has been 
reported to take place at ^ 3° C in natal produced by the iodide hot 
wire process. DeBoer and Fast^® have reported that oscygen or nitrogen 
dissolved in zirconium raises the transformtion temperature and 
causes it to take place over a range of. temperature. They have 
postulated that a two phase region should exist in the ojcygen-ssir-
coni» phase system corresponding to the temperature range over which 
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33 34 
lEigore 31 • 1.18^ zirconlB®, Qtwsnched from 720® C. Beta uranium 
plus ganma solid solutic^i. 
Figure 32 » 1,8858 asirconlum. Quenched fro® 720° C, Same as above. 
Figtar© 33 • 1.18^ zirconiua. Quenched from 74o'' 0. Same as above. 
Figure 34- - 0.57^ alrocmiu®. Quenched from 778° 0, Same as above. 
Above saaplea etciied with nitric acid base etch except 
Figure 34 which was 10^ oxalic acid elec. etch, X 250, 
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figure 39 - 72^22% sslrooniaai. Quenched from 630® C. Alpha zirconiuni 
aeedles plua gawa-beta solid solution. 
figure 36 • '72»22% zirecmium. Quenched from 700° 0. Same as above. 
figure 37 - &7*3Q% zirconitia# Quenched from 630° 0, Saae as above. 
Figure 38 - 87.30f zirconium. Quenched tram 700° C, Saise as above. 
Mote decrease in needle phase. 
Above samples etdied with nitric acid base etch. X 250. 
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Figure 39 - ®7«30^ aireoalaa. Quench®! from 800 0. Alpha airoonium 
needles plus gaoma beta solid solution. 
Figure -40 - 87.30^ zireonium. Quenched from 900° C. Sarae as abof«i. 
Alpha zireonitia is the light phase* 
figure 41 - 94*30% zirconium. Quenched from 630° G, Same as above. 
Very little gamm-beta solid solution. 
figure 42 - 94*30% zirconium* Quenched frcm 700° C. Same as above. 
A.bore alloys etched with nitric acid base etch, X 250« 
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figure 43 - 94«3C^ aireaaiu». Quenched frcaa 8CX)® C. Dark alpha 
zirooQiw needles ia gamsa-beta solid solution. 
Figure 44 • 94.30$ zireoniua, Quendied from 900® C, Same as above 
Figure 45 - 94.30^ zirecaiiuiB, Quenched fr«Mi 900° C. San® as above 
except alpha zircoaiua needles are light. 
Figure 46 - 97.20^ zirconium. Quenched from 930® C. Same as above. 
Above alloys etched with nitric acid base etch, X 250, 
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the transfornation takes place. High zirconium uranium alloys heated 
above 863® C should have been in the gama-beta solid solution field, 
but th® 87.30 and 94-.30 per cent zirconium alloys quenched from 900° C 
still ccHisisted of two phases. It was necessary to heat to 1000° C 
to transform these alloys completely to gai»a-beta solid solution. 
Th® 9^ per cent zirconium alloy was definitely in the alpha zirconium 
plus gaiiiinia-beta solid solution region when quenched from 930° C, The 
presence of oxygen in these alloys aust have raised the transition 
0 temperature above 930 0. 
The alloys quenched from this two phase region would usually 
react with the etching solution so that the needles were dark and 
the matrix light in color. HOBever, the same etching solution 
acting on th© same sample would ocoassionally result in producing 
reversed contrast. That is, the needles woiild be light and the 
mtrix would be darker. These alloys were all etched so as to show 
the needles dark for the sake of uniformity and ease of interpreta­
tion of the Mierostructurea. Th© 9^.30 per cent alloy quenched 
froa 900° C is shown in Figure 44 etched to correspond to the other 
samples shown for this region. Figure A5 is a photomicrograph of 
the same alley etched to show light needles on a darker watrix. In 
both cases th® saae etching solutlcm was used but the dark needles 
on a light background were produced by a longer etching tifl». 
Above all solid two i^ase regions in the dia>^ajB, a continuous 
solid solubility of beta ssirconium and gaffi®a uranium was observed up 
to the aolidaa line. The photomicrographs shewn in Figures 4-7 throu^ 62 
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Figu3?e 47 - 1,181 zirconiua. Quenched from 778® G. 55? citric acid 
el®c. ®toh. X 150. 
Figare 48 - 1.32^ ziroonluB. Quenched from SOO® C, 10^ citric acid 
el®c, etch. X 150. 
Figtir© 49 - 1.88$ zireoniam. Quenched from 778*^ C, 10^ citric acid 
©lee. etch. X 150 
Figur® 50 - 15.98^ zirconium. Quenched from 702® G. Nitric acid 
base ©tch. X 250. 
Above alloys are one phase. 
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Flgar® §1 'Qaendied from 900® C, 
Figure 52 - 25^' slrconltw. . Qtienohed from 700® C. 
Figure §3 - 29,4.5^ airooniua. Quenched from 900® C, 
Figttre 5A - 30.10^ zirconium, Qtieneh^ from 700® 0, 
Ibore all<^s sho® one phase. Etched with nitric acid 
base etch, I 250. 
. 59 
jf ^W*ju •' 
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figur® 55 - 4.0.30^  zirccmiuffl. QueTOhsi fro® 650° c. 
Figure 56 • IS*95% zirconium. 0 Quenched tram 650 G. 
Figure 57 • 4-0.30^  zirconiuB* Quenched from 700° c. 
figure 5® - 48.95-$ zircoBitt®. Quenedied from 700® C. 
Abwe alloys ahow one phase structure. Nitric acid 
baai© etch. X 250. 
60 * 
fifure 59 - 60^ alrconimo# Qaenehed from 700° C. 
Figure 60 - 72,22$ airccaiima# Qmnched from 900® C, 
Figar© 6l • S7,30^ alrconiiJin, Quenched from 1000® C. 
Figttr® 62 - 94*30$ zlrconltta. Quenched from 1000° C. 
Abw® alloys show one phase structure. Nitric acid 
base etch, X 250. 
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lend ©vldenoe of this extensive solid solution. The 1.88 per cent 
alloy quenched from 778° C has a Bicrostrtictuire somewhat sisallar to 
Bwrtensitic steel and appears to have heen quenched from a single 
phase region but to have undergone SOB© transformation in spite of 
being quenched * The 1,32 per cent alloy quenched frcsa 800® C has a 
similar structure and in several other uraniua*rich alleys siiailarly 
treated some evidence of this structure was observed but it was less 
conspicuous. The quenched 15.98 and 25.4.5 per cent alloys have a 
considerable amount of oxide and carbide inclusions evident In the 
oicrostrueture which is otherwise ms phase, 
the alloys from 29.4-5 through 60 per cent contained a large 
amount of foreign Material in the iidcrostructure, The nitrogen and 
carbon ajsalyses of these saie^les did not indicate that they were aor© 
i»pure than allcgrs of higher and lower zirconium content which appeared 
Buch cleaner, A pc«sible explanation is the variation in the amount of 
acygen in the samples. Uranluie dissolves very little oxygen even 
at high temperatures but zirconiura dissolves oxygen quite readily and 
holds it in solid solution. Alloys of these two metals idght be 
expected to exhibit an inter!»diate behavior. Hence, in the low 
zirconluffl alloys, the oxygen would never enter into solution and in 
the high airooniua alloys it would remain in solution. In general, 
the solubility of oxygen in metals increases with an increase in tem­
perature, Thus, in the interaedlate alloys it would be quite reasonable 
to expect that oxygen would be dissolved at elevated temperatures atKi 
precipitated at lower temperatures. The arc-aielted samples shown in 
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Figures 63 and in the aa-oast condition had a small amount of 
preeipitation within the grains. The rate of cooling of these 
alleys from the melting point was fairly rapid since they were in 
contact with a water cooled copper surface. However, the rate of 
cooling was not as fast ae the water quench which was used after 
heat-treating th® samples. The arc-melted samples shown in Figures 
54 through 59 after being heated and quenched have as much or more 
of this precipitation. Hsating the same alloys to 800° C and 
quenching did not change the appearance of th© miorostructure. 
fh® relative amounts of th© needles in this series of alloys was 
quite constant which indicated that they were not related to the 
major components of the system, fhe amount of this phase present 
ia the alloys did vary with the aeth<rf of preparation of the alloy. 
In some of the early alleys as shown in Figures 65 and 66 so much 
of this phase was present that it was mistaken for crystals of 
primary zirconium or an intermetallic coapound. However, as alloys 
lower in ttxygen content were prepared, the amount of this phase 
decreased but it always mde interpretation of the microstructures 
of the intermediate uranlua-airconiUB alloys difficult and un­
certain. A photonicr©graph of a 50 per cent alloy prepared by 
Belting uranium with Bureau of Mines sponge airconium in a graphite 
crucible is shown in Figure 67. Carbide areas can be seen in the 
»trix and have a different appearance than oxide phase. 
A considerable amount of ther»al, microscopic and X-ray evidence 
indicated that the 605° C horizontal was due to a eutectoid transfer-
63 
65 66 
Figure 63 • 30.1011 zirconitM. As-east. Oxide precipitation. Nitric 
acid base etch. 
Figure 64. - 4.8.951 zireonlua. As-cast. Same as above. Nitric acid 
base etch. 
Figure 65 - 29.4.5$ zirconiim. Sluenehed from 630° 0. Sote clear oxide 
areas. Mitric acid base etch. 
Figure 66 - 47.4-0^ zirconium. Slow-cooled. Note large oxide areas, 
lOf csxalic elec. etch. 
X 250 
aation. However, no normal ©ateotoid mlcrostructttr® other than that 
pm-riously found to b® associated with the 683® C transition coold 
b@ produced in any of the uraniuH-zlreoaium allogrs. "tte saaiples 
w®re examined both as-cast and after quenching from teaperatures 
beloiB the 605® C horizontal, lai^ dlff«»iit etchants and etching 
procedures mrrn tried but in no case eould a clearly defined two 
phase area with a structure of euteetoid characteristics be found 
in alloys containing mor# than 30.10 per cent zirconiUBi. This might 
hav© been dm to the euteetoid precipitation being so finely dispersed 
that it eould not be resolved bj the ootical microscope or it adght 
have been due to failure of the etching procedure in revealing the 
true aicrostrueture* In Figures 6S through 72 are shown typical 
aicrostruetures froa this region. Primary aireoniua crystals may 
be observed in the 4.S.95» 60 and ?2,22 per cent zirconium alloys, 
fhe Mtrix, which according to the diagram should show the euteetoid 
strmctur®, appears quite clear and no evidence of precipitation 
could be seen* 
The solubility d uraniua in alpha airconiii* mj be estimated 
fro» the Bierostruetures of "Utie 4. 41 and 2.32 per cent uraniua alleys. 
These alloys as quenched froa 5^30® C ar® shown in Figures 73 aM 7A, 
The 4.41 I*®!" cent uraniua alloy has a saall aaount of a secoa^ structure 
between the grains of alpha zirconiua. The 2.32 per cent uraniua alloy 
appears to consist only of alpha zirconium solid solution. The 
10.05 per cent uraniuM sa«ple shown in Figure 72 contained auch 
•or® of the second structure lAian the 4.41 per cent alloy. These alloys 
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ftgurs 67 - 5G^ air©onitt». Melted ia p"«phit« and alow-cooled, 
let© earljide ureas. 
Flfwe 6S • 40.30$' zirooBiw, Qtienehed from 550® 0» 
Figur® 69 - 48.95$ aireonliaia. Qtienehed from 550® C. 
figar® 70 - 60$ airooaitaB. Quenched fro® 550® G. 
Abov® samples «tohed with nitric aoid base etch. X 250. 
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Fifart 71 - 72,22$ airecmlu®. Light alplia asirccmium needles pltis 
s®e<sai phas®! possibly •uteetoid. 
Pigur® 72 - 87.30SI firconim®. 
figure 73 - 94«30|S alreoalam 4»41l^ waniam. Alpha sirconitim solid 
soltttion with small aaoout of s®coM phase, 
figtir© 74 - 2.32^ wraaia®. Alpha alro«Bitt« solid solution. 
Alscnre alloys qsuinehed froa 578® C. Nitric acid base «tch 
®xe®fi Pigw© 74 which was 10$ HF in water. X 250, 
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©ool«d slewly to room teBperatw® atioired little change in micro-
strmeturi so the solubility liait at room teis^ratwe amst haw 
b#®B abo«t th® aa»s aa it is at 5®5® G, Th® aderoscopic evidence 
tat this solubility liadt is supported by the observation of a 
thermal arrest at 605*^ C ia the i.^il per cent Branitm alloy and 
th® failure to <Aserre aa arrest ia th® 2.31 per cent alloy. 
the Hd.0rostwiotttre of a safflpl® of zirconiua produced by boiaflj 
reduction in a graphite liner is shown in figures 75 and 76. The 
hardness of this s5ire(miuM was loekwell A-45 in the as-reduced 
conditim* A sai^ le was cciLd-rolled to 50 per cent reduction in 
thickness before excessive eracking developed. Figure 75 is a 
photoaiorograph of a sa»pl© of the biscuit heated to 900® C and 
quenched, A sa®pl« of the saa® biscuit after being cold-rolled 
and then heated to %0® C and quenched is shown in Figure 76, 
The ffiierostructure of a sai^l® of airecaiium produced by bomb reduc-
tito in a dolosdtie oacid© lintr is shown in Figure 77 in the as-
reduced eonditicaa. Figures 78 and 79 show the aiorostructures of 
Bureau of iinea east ingot zireoniua as received and aa quenched 
from "WO® C, Ihis ®etal was received by this laboratoiy during 
1948 ai»i probably is inferior to later producticm. Crystal bar 
ssirecaiUH also received during 1948 is shown in Figure 80 as it was 
received aM, in figure 81 as quenched froa 900® C, The miero-
atructures shown in Figures 75 through 81 indicate marked differences 
that ar® associated with Methods of production and heat treatraents 
of otherwise relatively pure sirconiuB. 
«• 6B •» 
Figure 75 - Zireoniaa. Reduced in graphite. Quenched from 900° C. 
Figar® 76 - ZircoBiua. Redueed in graphite, CoM--woPk®d and quenched 
trtm 900® C. 
Figure 77 - lirconiuia. leduced in doloraitic oxide. As-reduced. 
Figujre 78 - Zirconium# Bureau of Mines east ingot, as received. 
Above sallies etched hy nitric acid base etch, X 250. 
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figure 79 - lireoniua. Bureau of Mines east ingot quenched irm 
900® Q, 
Figure SO - Zireonium. Crystal bar, as received, 
fipir© 81 • Zirconium. Ciystal bar quenched trm 900© C. 
Above all<^s etched with 10$ HP in water. Z 250. 
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the exandnaticm of diff^ioQ bands In saii^lea In which eoi^osi-
tion grMienti w«re taoiin to exist was of little aid in studying this 
syste®. fh© hands whidbi were obsenrei could not be eorirectly inter* 
preted antil of th® phase diagram was known frc® other inf(Mr«ation, 
A diffasiem sai^le was prepared heating a small block of Bureau of 
lines ingot airccaium ecmtaining a 3/8 inch hole into which a plug 
of uraniua had been driven, fhe saaple was heated to 1200° C under 
weuum and held at this te^erature for 1§ minutes. The uranium had 
aelted and wet the zirconiua with s««» subsequent loss of uranium by 
ereepinf over the top of th© ziree®i«w block. A section of the sample 
showing the interface between th® part that had melted and the air-
ecmiun is shi^m in figure 32. At this temperature the liquid should 
have ccmtained about 8 per cent ssireonium if the equilibrim state 
had been reaehM, The s»ll amount of airconium precipitated in 
the Klin body of th® liquid indicated that probably less than two 
per cent aireoaiu® had gone into solutim in this portion of the 
saB5»le. A regim of higher slrconiua content close to the zirecaxltm 
area has such a fine eutectoid strmeture that it was not resolved 
and appears as a dark band. There was a thin band between this 
dark area awi the airconium which differed very sli^tly in appearance 
from the original asireonium. This probably represents the solubility 
of uranium in alpha sireoaium. lo evidence of the two-phase region 
above- $05® C on the slreoniua side of the phase diagram was observed. 
In an attempt to prepare a 50 per cent alloy by melting uranium 
with Bureau of lines spc«ge zirconium in a thoria crucible an interesting 
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ccmcentration gradient sample was made. The crucible containing the 
two metals was heated slowly to 1725*^ C and then cooled slowly to 
avoid breaking th© thoria crucible by thermal shock. Not all of the 
ssirconiuB had gone into solution and a section of the sample, when 
polished and etched, revealed chunks of girccaiiujn floating in an 
inhomogeneous mtrlx. During aolidification, dendrites of higher 
airconiUB content were formed and the sample evidently did not 
become homogeneous while being cooled through the solid solution 
region. These deMrites had a coaposition slightly above 30 per 
cent airconiua and th© liquid between them had slightly less than 
30 per cent airoonium. As a result of this lack of equilibrium, a 
sample quenched at 650° 0 showed no 683° C eutectoid structure in 
the dendrites but the area between th® dendrites did show this 
eutectoid. The iiiicrc»tructure of this quenched sample is shown in 
Figure 83 where the deidrites appear as light areas in a dark 
eutectoid background, the forraation of these alloyed dendrites is 
evidence of a solid solution in the system. Figure 84. is a photo-
ifflicrograph taken at higher nmgnification and shows the interface 
between zirconiuiB and the wit in this sample as quenched from 
650® C, The 683® C eutectoid of th@ uranium-rich areas shows as 
large dark patches# The band between the zirconium, shown at the 
top in the figure, and the relatively clear garam-beta solid solu­
tion contains needles similar to these found in the alpha zirconium 
plus gaaaa-beta solid solution two-phase region of the diagram. The 
clear garam-beta solid solution region in this sample might in the 
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Figtire 82 • Zirconii»-uraai«B diffaaion baM. Heated to 1200® G and 
»low-eool©d, Phc®phorie acid ©lec. etch, X 250. 
Figiir« 83 • Zirctmiua-mranium alloy* Quenched fro® 650° C. Ziratmloa-
rich dendritts in ttraalu3«-rids nmtrix. Sitric acid baae 
stch, X 75, 
Figmre 84- - Zircmiua-uranita diffusion band. Quenched from 650® C. 
ZireoaiuiB on top. litric acid base etch, X 250. 
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»b8#ae® &£ I^ray data be aistak«ii for an interiiBtallie eompotind. 
The Btruetures foand In th® diffasion baM san^lea could b« 
identlfiM and related to the phase diagraffi. They were useful 
ia Mking a prelininary awnrsy and were a degree of assurance that 
no ma^or phase areas were owrlookei in studying the system. They 
also ittdieate toat equlllbriam is rather slowly established in the 
gasraa-beta solid soltttion area and that airccailuiB does not dissolve 
rapid3^ in aolten wranim at tei^eratares of about 100® C below its 
•aeltiag point, 
G, X«ray iiffraction Data 
The appli^tion of X-ray diffraeticm sttidies to this investiga> 
tl<m was liaited to the identification of phases. The X-ray powder 
diap^ma of »ani«» is so eonplex ^at deter®inati<m of solid solubility 
linits or even the ieteetion of solid solubility by changes in the 
lattice diuensitms is almost an iapossible task. Ilie powder diagram 
oi aireonium is more easily handled and accurate lattice measurements 
can be mde. However, the effective atomic diameters of uranium 
arai zirconium differ so littl© that a large amount of solid soltdjility 
could still be undetected by X-ray methods, the closest atomic 
o 
approach of airasniua atoms in the hexagonal form is 3.16 A and in 
the body centered cubic form is 3,12 i, the closest atomic approach 
o 
for pimwi wranium calculated from -Kie lattice emstant of 3•AS A Is 
© 
3,02 A.$ Assuming the alleys obeyed ¥epird*s law, aa much as 10 
atMsic per cent solid solubility would ®aly diange the body centered 
" n ' 
o 
©mbie lattle® constant by ooJy O«01 A» Sine® determination of the 
latti©6 constant of even a ciibie lattice to a greater acouraoy than 
* 0.005 t is difficult, it is evident that X-ray diffraction is qnite 
an insensitlvt Method of deteriBiBlag solid solubility in this case. 
The coia^lexity of exact lattice constant deternimtion of hexagonal 
lattices Is a farther lisjltation of the X-ray i^thod. The lattice 
constants of alpha zirconium increase with an increase in the anoant 
of oacygen dissolved in the zireoaiua and even the aost precise 
lattice constant d®ter»inaticmis w^ild have been useless unless the 
oxygen ecmtent oi the saaipl® could have been accurately determined. 
fhe X-ray diffractim patterns of alpha uranium, alpha zirconiuai 
and of 30.10, 52.24. and 72.22 per cent sircoalu* allays as slowly 
cooled to rooa te^erature are shown in Pipo'es 85 throu^ 89» The 
lines appearing in the alloy X-ray patterns could all be accounted 
for as belonging to either alpha uraniua or alpha sirconiun. !Ehis 
was tai»m as very good evidence that there were no intermetallic 
coi^oioE^s at p©®B temperature. Th® lattice constants of alpha 
aireoniua calculated from a powder diagram of Bureau of Kines sponge 
•ere a s 3.212 • 0.015 A and 0 S 5.13 i 0.03 A. These are in quite 
o 
good agreeiBent with the literature value® ^  a s 3.228 k and 
o 
e « f .120 4 which were determined from airconiua prepared by the 
iodide hot wire method, ^e diffearence in aethod of preparation of 
the airconiuia and the resulting difference in purity might account 
for l^e variation in cteserved lattice parameters. The lattice constants 
for th© hexagonal closest-packed phase appearing in the 72.22 per cent 
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Figure 85 - Aljdia zireoaiua. Bureau of Minea sponge. 
Figure % • 72»22$ zireoniuM. Slow-oooled. 
Figure 87 - 52.24$ zirconiu®. Slow-eooled, 
Figure 88 • 30.10^ zirconium. Slcjw cooled. 
Figure 89 - Alpha uranitjua. 
11.4 cm csaaera. Filtered cqpper radiation. 
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iilreoiilw warm Sfiternlaed. fhe <3ibB@firedl wlues «or« a s 3.218 
t 0.015 t a»d e s 5.140 i 0.03 t. Th«»® values agree within eacperi-
nental error with the literattare iralues and th© oonstants measured 
« Bureau of Bines sponge zireonium. 
fhe attespts to hoM high temperature crystal structures by 
quenching alleys froa an eleiratei temperature were all unsuccessful. 
In one experiaent filings of the alloys containing 29.45, 52.24 and 
72.22 per cent zircaBiura were heated at #00® 0 for 36 hours and then 
quenched in water, "fte 1-ray diffraaticm patterns whidh were obtained 
are shewn with the patterns alpha urMiiuffi aM alpha zirconiua in 
figure ^  through 94. Practically all of the lines aay be identified 
as bel(^ing to alpha uranium or alpha snircmiun. These alloys 
quenched itm this temperature appear to consist of a single phase 
when examined under the id.0roseope and according to the phase 
diagraa if, •ttie quench had retained a single phas^ no alpha 'uraniun 
or alpha sircoalum should haw been present. Ividently the hi|^i 
tei^erature crystal structure transfar»ed to the forKs which are 
stable at rom tei^erature in spite of being quenched and without 
eamsing a detectable cstoang^ in the ffiicrostrueture. fhe lattice 
ciastants ®f the hexagcMaal closest-packed phase in these quenched 
saaples were larger than in the slow-cooled san^les. fhe aeasured 
values fro® the quenched 72.22 per cent all<^ were a s 3.24t and 
e s 5*190 t. Biia change trm the slow-cooled -values is greater iskm 
the ©jcperimental errer and was quite constant for all three quenched 
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Figww» 90 - Alpha «ireoiiim»» Iweau of Mines spaage. 
Flgar® 91 - 72.22$ alrcoaiuM, Qaenohed from 800® C, 
yigur# 92 • 52#2415 airaonltia. Qwaehed froa 800® G. 
Figure 93 - 29.45St zirooiaimm, Qaandbed froa 800® C, 
Figor® 94 - Alpha araaiia. 
11.4 ea ea»ira. filtered ©epper radlati<m. 
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allopt* Aooording to th® diagram BO alpha islrconiam should haye been 
pr«s«ttt im these alleys when they were at 800® C therefore, the alpha 
atrooniaa *ifflt have feeen t&emeA daring car after qaenching. If this 
were supersaturated alpim aireoniaffi the snaller size of the uranium 
at^ ahMld have camsed a shrinking of the lattice. Oxygen dissolved 
in zir0(miusi eamses an expansion of the hexagonal lattice which varies 
with the oxygen content. Since all three alloys had almost the same 
lattice constants, if the expansion of the lattice was due to oxygen 
then the same concentration mst have been present in all of these. 
This would appear to be a s<wwwhat unlikely coincidence, the explana-
ti«»i «i#it be that the alpha aireoniua lattice is strained as a result 
of the rapid cooling aM precipitatioa of uranium which occurred 
during the quench, 
Hie exaainatiiMa by X»ray diff»cticm of alloys of uranium and 
aireoniu® prepared in this laboratory has indicated that alpha uranium 
and alpha zirconium were present in all alloys at room teiaperature, 
the high temperature crystal structures were not preserved by quenching 
to room tei^eratmre in water, fhere was no X-ray evidence of the 
existence of intermetallic coi^oimds at room tea^erature. These re­
sults do not agree with the work of Kaufman and oo-w<»>kers who reported 
that the body-centered eubi© phase may be held by quenching alloys 
from above 600® C and that a body centered tetragonal farm exists 
below 600® G, the all<^8 with which they were working were prepared 
by a different method and fro® different airconium metal, A small 
amount of an impurity might have caused the transformation precipitation 
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to be sluggish in the oae ease or to he rapid in alloys in nhioh th* 
0»hie phas® was sot h#ld hy quenehing. The body*centered oubie phase 
above 6OOO C agrees with th© i^ase diagram as drawn and the body-
centered tetragonal phase sight b« a transition structure siodlar 
to the reported aetastable tetragmal mrtensite of sone quenched 
steels* 
B, Hardness aawi larking Prc^rties 
The hardness dt in'aaiiu^ziroaBim alloys was measured ^ slow-
cooled and m fa®n<flied sables* fhe Rockwell A scale was used, 
at least toree readings taken for each speoiiasn and the results 
avewged# A tabulation ©f the results is given in Tables 3 and 4.* 
The addition of sireonlum to uraniun causes an inorease in the 
hardness of Mie alloy in the slow-eooled condition. The hardness 
increases with the aaount of slrccaiiua up to about 16 per cent air-
eoniim and then begins to decrease sli#itly. Since the solubility 
alreoniua in alpha ttraniu» is less than 0.57 per cent at rowi tea-
perature, this increase to hardness must be due to ike finely dis­
persed 6®3® 0 ©utestoid structwr© and the smll grain size. 
The alleys containing less than 40 per cent sirconiu® were 
hardened heating above 683® C and quenching. The hardness pro­
duced was the saiae if the sa^le was heated Juat a few degrees above 
683® C or if it was heated to 800® or 900® C and quenched. The 
fflaxi»ta hardness of the quenched alloys increased with the concentra-
tiraa of zlrccniua up to 4.75 per cent# Above this cosiposition It 
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TABLE 3 
Hardness of Uranitm-Zireonium Alices Prepared in Doloraitic Cbtlde 
(Rockwell A Scale) 
Cosposition Teaperature Qtiendied from, in degrees Cent, 
Wt. % It Slow Cooled 580 6U 657 678 694- 700 800 900 
Pure f 45 - 52 
0,57 53 53 55 55 58 58 59 
1.18 57 56 59 59 55 62 60 60 
1.88 59 59 58 58 56 64 67 67 
4.75 63 65 61 61 61 66 73 75 
5.43 78 75 
7.62 73 75 
7.90 75 75 
9.29 74 76 
9.42 61 76 
15^ 69 62 72 74 75 
Z5% 62 66 
30% 68 60 69 70 
50$ 61 61 60 61 
75% 71 68 66 70 72 
90% 72 72 71 
100 65 
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TABLE U 
U&r^nesn of UraniiUB-Zlrconitim Alloys Prepared in Graphite Liners 
(lockwell A Scale) 
CoiBpositicm Temperature quendhed from. in degrees Cent, 
It. i %T Slow Cooled 580 630 700 800 900 1000 
29.45 70 
39.40 64 57 58 59 
52.24 61 59 61 61 
72,22 61 69 71 70 72 
87.30 58 55 63 65 68 68 
94.30 63 65 65 66 67 65 64 
97.20 59 
100 45 - 50 
30 ao® 68 59 65 68 
40.30® 64 57 58 57 
48.95® 64 58 58 57 
60® 64 60 60 65 
90® 57 57 60 63 
100® 38-42 
® Alloys prepared by arc melting uranium and zirconima 
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was quite eoiiatant through 30,10 per cent. Qaenohing the saB» 
alloys from Just hmlm 683® C did aot increase the hardness as OQB* 
pared to those slow-cooled aad in the 15.45 and 30.10 per cent 
eoEpositions resmltM in a slight softening, a© hardening e-Tidently 
r®suits fro® quenching through the 683® C eatectoid transformation. 
Since the heta or gama for® of uranium was not retained by quenching, 
the hardness mj arise from foraation of either strained or super­
saturated alpha uraaiua or fro® the subaicroscc^io precipitation of 
aireoaiua. 
Mditicms of uranium to zircaniua caused an increase in hard­
ness of the high zircffliiUffi alloys. Bie hardness of a slow-cooled 
sarapl® was about the saae as that of the saaple quenched from 
belos 605° C. lea ting the alloys slightly abore 605® C and quench­
ing resulted in an appreciable decrease in hardness for most of 
the alloys from per cent sirconiuB to 4.75 per cent zirconium. 
Quenching fr<» 700® C and higher teapej-atures caused soaie increase 
in the hardness of the alloys containing more than 52.24 per cent 
zirconiun. 
fh® alloys of hi# airconiua esaitent which were prepared by 
boab redueti* in ioloaitic aside liners were consistantly harder 
than alloys of the saae uranium to airccaaium ratio which were pre­
pared by bofflb reduction in graphite liners or by arc welting. The 
reasm for this was probably the presence of aore ooqrgen in solid 
solution in the aetal. fhe hardness of zirccaaium alloys of the sasw 
uraniua-airconiuB ratio prepared by arc jaelting and by bosab reduction 
in graphite liners was the a&m in laost of the alloys. The arc 
melted saiaples showed little variation in hardness but some of the 
bomb rediaoed allocs tser® haMer and some were softer than the cor­
responding arc ffielted alloys. This indicated that the oxygen con-
taadnation of the bomb reduced metal varied from sample to sample. 
Since aome of the boab reduced alloys were softer than the arc 
fflelted alloys they must have contained less oxygen. 
With the exception of alloys containing from 90 to 100 per cent 
zirconium, the alloys of uranium and airconlum do not show much 
ductility at room temperature. They are quite brittle and can not 
be cold worked to any extent by rolling. The 90 per cent alloy 
prepared by are raelting was rolled at room temperature to 60 per 
cent reduction in thickness before starting to crack. Attempts to 
cold work alloys containing »or® than 10 per cent uranium resulted 
in severe cracking and fracture after a few per cent reduction. The 
40.30 and 60 per cent zirconiu® alloys were hot rolled at 700° C 
to sheet which was 0.016 inches thick starting with 0.25 inch thick 
bar. All rolling was cton® without cladding or protection from oocida-
tion, A dense adherent black film was formed on the hot-rolled metal 
but could be removed by pickling in dilute hydrofluoric acid. 
E, Discussion of Allqy Preparation 
The bomb reduction method has proven to be quite satisfactory 
for the production of alloys of uranium and zirconium. The homogenity 
of the alloys was very good as would be expected from the intimate 
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ffllxing of th® fiaely groiai<i fluorides ased as starting materials, 
fh® aarani'ttm-'airconlaB ratio of the alloys as determined by diemical 
analysis was always very ©lose to the ratio of these in the charge, 
fh© deviations of the eonstltaents from the eoi^osition which was 
ealealated from the affiotmts of the respective fluorides in each 
©barge are shewn in Table 5. the yield of alloy from this method 
was fro» 93 to 9® per cent when dolouitic aside liners were used, 
Intil quite reeeatly the zireoniua aetal produced in oxide 
liners was quite hard and brittle. This was also true of the 
wraniua-aircsonitttt all^s containing aore than 15 per cent aircanium, 
Walsh^® has repeated that recent work on bc»b reduction of zinc-
aireoniUM alloys In calciua CHcide or dolomitic oxide has resulted 
in softer zireoslwas Mtal than that previously obtained and that 
it aay b® p«wisible with such liners to produce irotal approadiing 
th© softness ai»d ductility of Bureau of Mines cast ingot zirconium. 
If this can be done then it might become practical to prepare 
aranium-aircfiaaiuai alleys by boisto reduction in oxide liners. This 
would make the use of graphite liners, which are expensive and 
give reduced yields, uimecessary. 
The allcgrs whidi were prepared in graphite liners coi^ared quite 
well in the arc B»lted alleys in softness. Hie amount of carbon in 
the alloys «de in graphite liners was c<msiderably greater than In 
are aelted samples but this did not appear to haj^en the samples 
aiKi for soBie purposes laight not be hararful. 
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TABLE 5 
Chemical Analysis of Dranium-Zirconiuffi Alloys 
(Alloys prepared in dolomitic oxide liners except where otherwise noted.) 
Per cent Zirconium Per cent by leight 
In charge V 2r Fe C 1 Total 
0.5 98.71 0.57 
1.0 96.15 1.18 0.011 0.048 0.12 97.57 
2,0 97.11 1.88 
5.0 94.30 4.75 0.026 0.071 0.32 99.47 
6.0 92.63 5.43 
7.0 89.05 7.90 
8.0 89.55 7.62 
9.0 88.35 9.29 
10.0 89.15 9.42 0.025 0.090 0.18 98.87 
15^^ 81.15 14.57 0.009 0.055 0.15 95.94 
15® 82.86 15.98 0.021 0.078 0.26 99.20 
30® 67.60 28.65 0.026 0.330 0.16 96,61 
3£f 68.41 29.45 0.052 0.128 98.04 
30b 69.47 30.10 0.001 0.034 0.02 99.64 
40° 59.50 40.30 0.017 0.034 0.02 99.85 
40® 61.00 39.40 0.016 0.155 0.025 100.60 
50^ 50.40 48.95 0.007 0.035 0.02 99.39 
50a 47.50 51.20 0.020 0.834 0.117 99.77 
50® 46.01 52.24 0.0966 0.083 0.246 98.67 
50 47.40 36.3 
60® 38.80 60.35 0.013 0.178 0.140 
75® 24.53 72.22 0.133 0.105 0.188 97.18 
90® 10.05 87.30 0.092 0.155 0.139 97.77 
4.a 94.30 0.180 0.535 0.098 99.52 
98® 2,32 97.20 0.026 0.024 99.5^ 
100® 0.042 
100 0.142 
® Allqys prepared by bo®b reduction in graphite liner 
^ Allqys prepared by arc melting zirconium and uranium 
• ^ — 
Aamlyiieal results m mt^ of the alloya which were prepared 
are giwn in Table 5» The relatively large amount of iron present 
in the higher zirccaaittB alloys was dme to th® sethoi of grinding 
the zirsoniam tetrafluoride asei in the rednction. This could be lowered 
by a faetcr of ten if a Method of p-inding the fluoride which did not 
introduce ircm had been used. The nitrogen content of these alloys 
was surprisingly high since both uraniua and zirconium with less 
0.03 per cent nitrogen can be produced by bomb reduction. No reason 
far this aaotmt nitrogen eontaaination was found, 
The are melting nethod of preparing uraniura-zirsoniua alloys 
had several advantages over boi^ reduction, the carbon content of 
the alloys prepared by this aethod was lower than in alloys prepared 
by reduction in gOTi,phite. The samples were free from the slag in­
clusions and blow holes which aost of the bomb reduced aetal con­
tained, This was not an iaportant difference in the preparation of 
alloys for therml analysis aral phase identification but would be 
iaportant in esrrc»»ion results or the fabrication of nuclear fuel 
ele»nts. The amount of aetal which was lost as drcwis was very low 
whiA would be an advantage if working with fissionable material. 
This Method requires sirconiam aetal as a starting material 
awi the quality of the allc^ depends on the purity of the starting 
»terials. The equipaent necessary is aoawwhat expensive and rather 
difficult to adapt to production of large billets of uniform alloy 
eoapositicai. The aain portion of the alloys prepared by arc melting 
m 
were komgsmom bat the awface in contact with th® crucible often 
varied ia eoapositioa froa the laajsr portion. Thie would be a dis­
advantage in fabrication and would require the remonml of these 
swfaces of the ingot. 
?. swiiai 
Alloys of tMmalwm with zireoBimm were prepared by borab redue-
tioa of araiiiti* and islre<»ilw tetraflmoriies in doloisitic cacide 
liaers and in graphite liners» Allqfs ttranim with zirconiusi 
w®re also prepared by other »th«rf,s smeh as powder metallurgy, aslt-
Ing araniaa with aireonium in graphite, and are melting aranium with 
zirccmium. Biese allaya were studied by thernaal analysis and by 
obserratioa of th® first sign etf* aeltiag. licroseopic examination 
of slow*eooled and of qtienehed alloys was t«ied to investigate the 
natttr© of th® various phase fields. The phases which were present 
in th® alloys were identified by their X-ray diffraction patterns. 
The hardness of th® alloys was aeasuired and their ability to under­
go .aedb-anieal working was investip.ted. 
A phase diagram was proposed for the nraninffl-zirconium systea. 
The liqaidTis and solid us lines have no naxiatim, rainioan or horizcmtal 
portion* 1 eontinuous solid solution eicists between gamma uraniua 
aod beta ssirocaaiua. The solubility of zireoniua in alpha uraniu* 
is less than 0«57 per eent at 579® G, The solubility in beta uraniua 
is less than 1.18 per cent at 6f4® C. A euteetoid transforaaticm 
takes plae© at 683® C, The solubility of uranium in alpha zirconium 
is probably between 2.3 and 4»A P®r cent at 5^® C. A thermal arrest 
at 605® C ws etoserved for alloys from 5 per eent zirconiuffl to 95 per 
oeat zireoniu®. This was Interpreted as a seeond eutectoid trans* 
fornatioa. I-ray diffraetion data todieated that alpha uranium and 
alpha ziroonium were present at room tes^erature in all alloy com­
positions studied. 
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